Request for Proposals #18-1810
Metropolitan Tulsa Transit Authority
Electrical & Plumbing Contractor Amendment #1
Mar 29, 2018

This amendment provides additional information to firms responding to RFP #18-1810 Electrical
& Plumbing Contractor issued by the Metropolitan Tulsa Transit Authority (Tulsa Transit).
Purpose: This amendment answers questions posed by potential proposers for the RFP.
I.

DO WE NEED TO SUPPLY HOURLY RATES FOR PERSONNEL, VEHICLES AND TOOLS ONLY?

Generally speaking, the rates on the price sheet would be for the different type of personnel
you would have on a job. As an example, if a job required a journeyman type of person as
opposed to an apprentice, we assume there would be different rates for the different types of
employees you would dispatch to a job.
It has been our experience in the past that specialized equipment (vehicles or tools) for a
particular job would have an additional rate as opposed to normal tools used for electrical or
plumbing work. Please include these rates on the price sheet if your normally charge an
additional rate for them. I will say that we are not expecting an additional charge for every piece
of equipment or tool you use unless it is something that is not used in the normal course of
work a particular job. Some firms rent specialty equipment while others own the equipment.
Use your own judgment on this when filling out the price sheet.
II. HOW DOES OUR PROPOSAL NEED TO BE FORMATTED?
On page 2 of the RFP document under Section I, Instructions to Proposers, Item 1 specifies the
format of the proposal.
“MTTA requires four copies of all documents, one unbound original and three copies. Each
must be clearly labeled on the front sheet. An electronic copy is required. Proposals shall be
prepared simply and economically on letter sized paper with tabbed or marked sections.
Documents can be stapled or assembled with a plastic spine. No three ring binders please.
Prices must be included on the form provided.”

